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C O N T E N T S



Florentine cuisine is, by character, unchanging. It is artisanal and rustic, down to earth,
some might even say austere. 

Even though today's Florence is well known for its meat-heavy menu (in particular
bistecca), the truth is that a plethora of local vegetables and legumes are actually the
staple ingredients, along with bread and extra virgin olive oil. Seasons and traditions
also play an important role in the kitchen and you can tell what time of the year it is by
simply looking at a Florentine menu, bakery window or market stall (see the What to
Eat by Season page overleaf).

Florentines are masters at using up what others would normally throw out – stale
bread, offal such as chicken liver and lampredotto (abomasum tripe), all carefully and
proudly prepared in delicious ways unique to the city. The lampredotto in particular is
so Florentine, you won't get a chance to taste this anywhere else in the world. For
curious eaters and adventurous food heroes, this would be the one thing you should
taste in Florence if you had to choose only one meal -- warm, in a panino, with lashings
of salsa verde and chilli sauce, the top of the bun is dipped in the pot of bubbling broth
for extra juiciness. Don't even try to save your white shirt from splashes as you eat,
standing by the food van where it was prepared. It's all part of the experience.

The only thing missing in Florence's traditional cuisine is a strong repertoire of desserts,
but the pastry shops, bakeries and gelaterie have sweetooths covered. And there are
always cantuccini dipped in vin santo, the preferred way to end a meal at a Florentine
table.

Today's 'new', young Florentine chefs are looking past their region's borders -- at
ingredients, preparations, plating and tastes. Top ingredients still are the hero and local
ingredients are very often still championed but you may also find anchovies from
Cantabrico, puntarelle from Rome, cheese from northern Italy, hazelnuts from Piemonte
and pistachios from Mount Etna in Sicily. Roman cacio e pepe may be "Tuscanized" by
being served with pici pasta, or perhaps Venetian baccalá mantecato is piped into
ravioli, and you may find a deconstructed eggplant parmigiana is common where forty
years ago it was unheard of in this region, only to be found in southern Italy. 

T H E  T R U E  C U I S I N E  O F
F L O R E N C E



SPRING:
Artichokes are abundant, as are baccelli (broad or fava beans), try artichokes raw in
salad in or deep fried and nestled in an omelette like they do at Sostanza, and the
latter will come to your table whole in their pods in a basket with a hunk of pecorino
cheese -- pod (once only) and nibble. Around Easter you can find the traditional
pandiramerino (to be honest this is so popular you can find now outside of Easter too),
a sticky raisin bun flecked with rosemary.

SUMMER:
Tomatoes, tomatoes and more tomatoes. Rubbed or chopped and served on toasted
bread as bruschetta (please, it's pronounced brus-Ketta), in panzanella (fresh,
summery tomato, cucumber, red onion and Tuscan bread salad. It's been around for
centuries) and even in a hearty pappa al pomodoro soup (thick bread and tomato
soup, served hot or cold with a drizzle of olive oil). Daily gelato is not only acceptable,
but a must to. get through the sweltering summer. You'll find them open until midnight
for enjoying after dinner. 

AUTUMN:
Porcini mushrooms come in to season in late summer and early autumn - enjoy them
crumbed and fried, or in soup, pasta or risotto.  The grape harvest starts in September
and you'll find it's also time for schiacciata all'uva (a sticky grape-filled focaccia found
only from September to October). Precious white truffles from San Miniato and
chestnuts from the Mugello and the Garfagnana begin appearing -- enjoy them in
many ways, especially roasted or even boiled (and dipped in red wine) but try the
castagnaccio, a flat, dense, vegan cake made with chestnut flour, water and olive oil.
In late October's olive oil harvest you get to taste the first, fresh, bright green pressing
of olive oil and there is nothing else like this in the world.

WINTER: 
Tuscany does soups so well, even more so than pasta. Find comfort in Ribollita, the
classic Tuscan winter soup of kale, white beans and other winter vegetables,
thickened with stale Tuscan bread. Towards Lucca, they have a much-loved farro and
bean soup and even a simple velllutata, a creamy soup of chickpeas, for example, is
enormously satisfying. In February, look out for the arrival of Carnival treats, mainly
frittelle di riso (fried balls of sweet rice pudding), crunchy, powdered cenci, and
Schiacciata alla fiorentina: spongey, yeasted cake - get the one filled with cream.

W H A T  T O  E A T  B Y  S E A S O N



Coffee and pastries at Cantinetta Verrazzano in the centre or Dolci e Dolcezze,
which is handy for a wander around the Sant'Ambrogio produce market (open
mornings daily except Sunday). 

For lunch, either a quick panino and glass of wine . My pick for the open-minded
is a lampredotto panino (the most Florentine thing you could eat, boiled
abomasum tripe with salsa verde and chilli sauce) at Tripperia Pollini,
otherwise a panino packed with top ingredients at 'Ino tucked beside the Uffizi
gallery, or sitting at a no-frills, proper trattoria like Mario or Sabatino for a plate
of pasta. 

In the early evening, aperitivo with a glass of wine at Le Volpi e L'Uva or
Loggia Rooftop (above right), neither too far from the Ponte Vecchio, and then
a negroni and dinner with the works at Regina Bistecca, in the shadow of the
Duomo, or the butter chicken and wild strawberry and meringue semifreddo at
the unchanging Trattoria Sostanza (above centre, cash only), followed by an
after dinner passeggiata with gelato or granita from Carabè or Perchè No. If
you're on the oltrarno side of the river, don't miss Sbrino for excellent gelato.

2 4  D E L I C I O U S  H O U R S  I N
F L O R E N C E

http://www.inofirenze.com/
https://www.levolpieluva.com/
http://ilsantobevitore.com/
http://www.reginabistecca.com/en/


FAMILY FRIENDLY
Sabatino, a classic family friendly trattoria
or Bistrot Santa Rosa around the corner
which looks onto a walled garden for
letting energetic kids run around!

SPECIAL OCCASION
For an all-purpose celebratory, fun meal
out, I like Santo Bevitore. It's only
downfall can be the noise level -- for
those who are sensitive I would choose
Nugolo.

ROOFTOP VIEWS
Aperitivo on the intimate Loggia Rooftop
of Palazzo Guadagni in Piazza Santo
Spirito, and then for a special view with
your meal, Osteria Tre Panche's new
location in the Hotel Hermitage is highly
memorable. 

GREAT WINE LIST
Cibreo, an iconic Florentine restaurant. I'll
be upfront, the head sommelier is my
husband Marco Lami. His wine selection
is impeccable, leaning towards
sustainable, low intervention, small
production and interesting, expressive
wines. They have five restaurants in the
city, each with its own personality.

Q U I C K  L I S T

PIZZA
A boom in neapolitan style pizza
restaurants in Florence recently means
there is a huge choice for good pizza.
My personal favourite is Le Follie di
Romualdo in the cute neighbourhood
of San Niccolò.

VEGETARIAN
5 e Cinque in the iconic Piazza della
Passera never disappoints with its
Ligurian menu and bookshop cafe Brac
is an oasis for a quiet meal near the
busy Santa Croce neighbourhood.

QUICK LUNCH
Look no further than a panino, the
Florentine's favourite meal on the go.
Do not stand in line for an hour for one,
no need when there are great options
on every street corner. My picks are
'Ino, above, by the Uffizi, Semel near
the Sant'Ambrogio market (open only
11.30-2.30) and Tripperia Pollini's
lampredotto truck for the adventurous.

CLASSIC TRATTORIA
You can't go wrong with Mario (lunch
only), Sostanza, Vecchia Bettola or
Sabatino. Slightly out of centre, Burde.



A lot has changed in Florence in past few years and there are some excellent
choices for specialty roasters, alongside all the classic bars in Piazza Repubblica
like Gilli and Paszkowski. Here are some favourite coffee spots.

DITTA ARTIGIANALE 
Francesco Sanapo's coffee shop was one of the first to offer Flat Whites to
Florentines and it was so popular he immediately opened three locations. The
latest cafe in Sant'Ambrogio (below right), which also features a cloister from the
adjacent church, and the trendy via dello Sprone location near the Pitti Palace
with its large comfy chairs and back terrace are both excellent places to relax
with a coffee, catch up on emails or plan meetings.

PIANSA
This is one of the oldest specialty roasters in Florence. Their cafe location in Via
Gioberti (below centre), a proper Florentine neighbourhood outside of the
historical centre, means tourists don't get here but locals appreciate the
balanced blends and sleek service in this small coffee shop.

MELALEUCA
This Australian owned bakery and cafe has become a firm fixture in Florence for
locals, expats and students alike. Everything is made in house -- everything.
Come for the specialty coffee with local roaster D612 coffee beans and local
Palagaccio milk (also a range of alternative milks including a housemade almond
one) or a cupping class, stay for the delicious brunch and house cinnamon rolls.

S P E C I A L T Y  C O F F E E



a  g o o d  p a s t r y

S.FORNO
By the founders of the beloved oltrarno
restaurant Il Santo Bevitore, this
century old bakery has ovens directly
out the back, while the main room
offers a few cosy vintage tables and
stools to perch on. It still very much
functions like the neighbourhood
bakery it was, where folks come in to
buy bread and pastries to take home,
like schiacciata (Tuscan focaccia),
semolina and chocolate tarts, pane
toscano (the famous saltless bread),
pandiramerino, bread buns studded
with sultanas and rosemary, cinque e
cinque – a round of schiacciata, sliced
open and filled with a slice of cecina
(chickpea flour pancake). There's  a
menu del giorno with offerings like
asparagus, ricotta and lemon quiche.
Via Santa Monaca, 3.

DOLCI E DOLCEZZE
Florentines say the way to tell a good pasticceria is to try the budino di riso, a pastry made of
a small, sweet pastry crust encasing baked rice pudding. It's easily over-sweet, or the rice
pudding is too gummy. But at Dolci e Dolcezze, on the outskirts of the historical centre, the
budini di riso are on another level. The pastry is thin and short, blind baked until deep golden,
and the rice pudding is creamy, delicate and balanced. Enjoy it with an espresso (the coffee
comes from excellent local roasters, Piansa) or their housemade limonata made with freshly
squeezed lemons. While many come for the budini, there is much more on offer, too. Puff
pastries with baked custard or raspberry jam, tiny dainty sandwiches (try the chicken curry
one) and whole cakes with bavarian cream and strawberries fly out the door. Piazza Cesare
Beccaria, 8r

CANTINETTA DEI VERRAZZANO
A handy place when in the very centre of Florence, right between Piazza Signoria and
Piazza Duomo, the cafe of the historic winery Verrazzano hosts a wonderful counter of
delicious woodfired breads, schiacciata topped with or filled with seasonal vegetables,
cecina (chickpea pancake), cakes by the slice, fresh pastries and classic Tuscan biscuits for
taking home or eating on a bench or the small coffee counter with a good espresso. Via dei
Tavolini, 18r

http://ilsantobevitore.com/
https://www.verrazzano.com/en/the-cantinetta-in-florence/


Le Volpi e L'Uva (Piazza dei Rossi 1r) is a little wine bar, tucked away in a
quiet pocket near the Ponte Vecchio, has become an institution of Florence
in the twenty-something years that it has been open. Plenty of wines by
the glass–an interesting, hand picked selection sourced directly from small
producers from all over the peninsula.  There's no kitchen, but a few things
that go well with wine are prepared on the other side of the marble bar
counter – little plates of cheese, mixed salumi, finger buns with smoked
goose breast and butter, or golden, cheesy crostoni topped with speck
and honey, paper-thin slices of lardo or spilling over with cherry tomatoes
and taggiasche olives. If you want a table outside, you need to reserve in
advance, otherwise grab a spot inside at the curved marble counter. They
close early, 9-ish, as this is a pre-dinner destination but you can always
buy bottles of wine here, wrapped up to take home too.

If this appeals, you will equally like Pitti Gola e Cantina (where you can
also dine; they have a new wine bar on the opposite side of town called
Enoteca Giusti too) and Il Santino (the off-shoot/wine bar of next door
restaurant Il Santo Bevitore), both so close you could easily make an
evening of it by visiting all three. 

If cocktails are more your thing, there are a plethora of great options in
Florence, including rooftop bars at fancy hotels with views. The Four
Seasons' Atrium Bar is stunning, as is their Renaissance garden, and
aperitivo or a dressed-up after dinner cocktail here is a good choice for a
special occasion.  Le Menagere  in Via dei Ginori, an all purpose meeting
spot at any hour of the day, has just had a makeover with a fancy, vintage
style cocktail lounge.  Popular coffee shop Ditta Artigianale on Via dello
Sprone does a good cocktail too and in that same area towards Porta San
Frediano, for a fun and down to earth spot, try Mad Souls and Spirits. 

Want something particularly Florentine? Go for a negroni, of course, it was
invented in Florence a century ago at (now closed) Caffe Giacosa. Nearby
you could try the house Negroni at Cibreo bar, all elegantly lit Siena
marble, inside the Helvetia Bristol hotel.

w i n e  &  c o c k t a i l s

https://www.levolpieluva.com/
http://pittigolaecantina.com/
http://ilsantobevitore.com/
http://ilsantobevitore.com/
http://ilsantobevitore.com/


IL NUGOLO
Newly opened in late 2019, Nugolo's founder, Nerina Martinelli, who worked at
Petersham Nurseries in London, takes inspiration from the kitchen garden she has set
up in her family home in nearby Settignano, where they grow over 200 types of
heirloom tomatoes to turn into produce-forward dishes. Garden-like too is the dining
room and kitchen, a constant reminder that the menu is led by delicious  seasonal
ingredients. Beautifully presented dishes, freshest ingredients, such as oxtail-filled
cappelletti with salsa verde and lemon zest, or spaghetti with fresh anchovies,
washed down with unfiltered prosecco, you can't go wrong. The apple tarte tartin is a
specialty, make sure to leave room. Possibly my favourite restaurant in Florence at the
moment. Via della Mattonaia, 27r. 

DA BURDE
You need to take a short taxi or bus ride to get to this historic, family run (brothers
Paolo Gori in the kichen and Andrea Gori doing the wine) trattoria from the centre of
Florence but it's probably the restaurant most dedicated to homely Florentine fare
that I know. Custodians of disappearing dishes like Francesina, a comforting, slow-
cooked stew of beef and onions, plus all the classics, be it bistecca alla fiorentina, or
ribollita, or a homely zuppa inglese (a trifle like dessert), it is all set in a timeless
atmosphere with a delicious wine list. Note, like a traditional trattoria it is mainly open
for lunch. They make an exception for Friday night dinner. Via Pistoiese, 154.

VIVO
For several years, seafood restaurants have been gaining so much popularity in
Florence, for a while every new restaurant opening was a seafood one! My favourite
of all is Vivo, mainly because it is run by a family-run fishermans co-op in Capalbio, in
southern Tuscany, that champion sustainability and traceability, with a "boat to plate"
philosophy. They fish in the waters around Monte Argentario, with extremely pristine
waters and wonderful Tuscan seafood traditions. The fish here is simply incredibly
fresh and because it comes from their own fishing boats, it's very reasonably priced.
They have an impressive counter of local shellfish for exquisite raw platters of pesce
crudo and their fritto misto is the real deal. Excellent and generous seafood pasta
dishes too. Largo Annigoni 9A.

F l o r e n c e  D I N I N G  G U I D E
This is by no means exhaustive, many favourite dining spots are mentioned
throughout this guide, especially in the Quick List on page 6. But here is a
closer look at a handful of places that I like to go myself or recommend to
friends and find myself returning to again and again.

http://ilnugolo.com/
http://www.vinodaburde.com/
https://ristorantevivo.it/


SOSTANZA
It's safe to say that this place has not changed much since it opened in 1869
and this is part of its appeal. The format, the one-room dining room, the polite,
smiling waiters, the kitchen which still cooks over live coals, none of it seems
to change. What makes the ever-modest Sostanza famous is that it's the only
trattoria in Florence that offers  pollo al burro, chicken in butter: two plump
chicken breasts, dipped in flour and egg and fried in butter, over coals, served
on a sizzling pan. It's unforgettable. You only need a salad of delightfully bitter
radicchio leaves or a plate of cannellini beans with olive oil (or the fried
artichoke tortino in a fluffy nest of eggs), a carafe of wine and some wild
strawberries floating in red wine for dessert and you have the perfect meal.,
They're closed weekends and don't take cards, so arrive prepared. Via del
Porcellana 25r.

REGINA BISTECCA
Old and new come together in this wonderful space next to the Duomo that
used to be an antique bookshop. As you can guess from the name, the
speciality is Florence's famous steak. Their typical Florentine menu features
more soup than pasta and a particularly good selection of side dishes to
accompany the star of the show. Sunday lunches are just like a real Tuscan
family affair with the spit roast going in the kitchen. Otherwise, for an all out
evening meal, start with a negroni at the beautiful bar and leave room for the
dessert trolley. Via Ricasoli, 14r.

CIBREO
Founded in 1979, Cibreo is synomous with Florentine cuisine. It is an empire.
Along with the restaurant and cafe, there is a trattoria next door
(affectionately known as Cibreino), an Asian fusion eatery and a buffet style
service inside a theatre, Teatro del Sale. Covid-19 has made the unique
theatre an impossibility, but they recently added a new Cibreo inside the
Helvetia Bristol hotel near Palazzo Strozzi. If I had to pick a space to eat in, I
love the trattoria, Cibreino, for its casual atmosphere, all clad in wood,
perhaps for a silky porcini soup or ricotta and chicken meatballs in rich tomato
sauce. For an in-between moment, the caffe is ideal for a little anchovy butter
sandwich, elegant salads, or even a creamy cacio e burro (cheese and butter)
tagliatelle. In November 2021, a new head sommelier took charge of the wine
lists (yes, it's my husband, Marco Lami, definitely I'm biased but he is
transforming the list, making something that is rare to find in Florence, heavily
natural, organic and biodynamic). Via dei Macci 122r

http://www.reginabistecca.com/en/
https://www.cibreo.com/en/cibreo-trattoria/


ABOVE: Cibreo caffe cacio e burro pasta.
RIGHT: The classic interior of Trattoria Da Burde.
BELOW LEFT: Nerina Martinelli of Il Nugolo.
BELOW: The glasshouse-like kitchen of Il Nugolo.

 



t u s c a n y  o n  a  p l a t e

POGGIO ALLORO, SAN GIMIGNANO
For a true Tuscan experience you cannot beat dining on a working farm, also known as
an agriturismo. Just outside the medieval town of San Gimignano, Poggio Alloro is an
organic farm producing its own grains, a huge array of vegetables, saffron, olive oil,
wine, salumi and prosciutto as well as heirloom Chianina beef. Their meals are
abundant and family friendly, they easily cater to dietary requirements, the views are
stunning and the food is incredibly fresh -- you can visit just the restaurant or you can
stay the night too. And if you happen to pop into town, yes, the gelato at famous
Gelateria Dondoli is definitely worthwhile!

GAGARIN, LIVORNO
This hole in the wall is right next to Livorno's beautiful art deco marketplace, one of my
favourite markets in Tuscany. After perusing the fresh seafood inside, head outside to
the Antica Tortiera Gagarin to get a slice of their famous 'torta di ceci' a chickpea
pancake made with just ground chickpea flour, water and olive oil. It's baked in their
woodfired ovens and stuffed into a sandwich (get the garlicky marinated eggplant
slices too!). Wash it down with local favourite, a non alcoholic softdrink, spuma (similar
to ginger ale). If you are after a sit down meal, look no further than Osteria del Mare for
an old school, classic seafood tavern or L'Ostricaio for a simple, fresh, seaside meal.

MACELLERIA FALASCHI, SAN MINIATO
A fourth generation Slow Food butcher shop with a casual restaurant out the back with
the best view in town and wonderful charcuterie plates, classic pasta dishes and
meaty mains. Try their salumi and sausages with free range pork: truffle sausages (in
autumn only), spuma di gota (a whipped cream made from pork jowl or guanciale),
finocchiona (Tuscan salame perfumed with fennel seeds) and mallegato, a spiced
blood sausage that is served warm. If you feel like a feast, choose a bistecca from the
counter to be grilled for the table. Opening times vary seasonally so check the butcher
shop (closed Wednesdays). While you're in town, check out the tiny cocktail bar
Ethan's for aperitivo.



Led by chef Fabrizio Marino, Maggese is an elegant, fine
dining vegetarian experience in the heart of the hilltop
town of San Miniato, between Florence and Pisa, the
place I now call home. Do the chef’s degustation (very
reasonably priced at around 50 euro per person)
because you will immediately regret it if you don't get to
taste a bit of everything. Wine pairing with each course
is optional but I would highly recommend going for it
too. It goes without saying that each ingredient is
chosen with utmost care and a preference for local
wherever possible -- even the miso comes from a local
producer who makes it from homegrown chickpeas
rather than soybeans. With each dish a surprise and
delight for the eyes and the tastebuds, this is simply an
incredible eating and drinking experience for anyone --
vegan, vegetarian, omnivores alike. For those who love
counter dining, the counter for two has a great view of
the kitchen. Via Novembre IV, 29, San Miniato

f i n e  v e g e t a r i a n  d i n i n g  i n
s a n  m i n i a t o

https://www.ristorantemaggese.it/


Pick your favourite Tuscan landscape feature
and there is a great place to eat nearby. Here are
a couple of my favourites.

RIGHT: The tomato risotto with burrata is a great
example of the new Tuscan classics served at
Osteria del Leone in the medieval spa hamlet of
Bagno Vignoni in the Val  d'Orcia.

BELOW LEFT: An array of truffle covered dishes
including meat ravioli and pici alla gricia at the
homely and legendary Taverna dell'Ozio in
Corrazzano in the province of Pisa.

BELOW: The ultimate in beachside dining, Bagni
Italia offers beach umbrellas and fresh dishes
like this sea urchin tagliolini or fresh fish poke
bowls at fashionable beach town Castiglioncello
south of Livorno. Bring your swimmers.

 

sea, hot springs 
or countryside?



If you're looking for gifts for yourself or that gourmand in your life, my go-tos are
the handmade knives and olive wood ware from Fabio Figus and the artisan
copperware from Bottega Donnini – although the workshop is in Pescaia, about
an hour from Florence, you can find their goods at the eccentric Bottega del
Chianti (Borgo Santissimi Apostoli 41r). 

Near the San Lorenzo market, I love the special brass pasta tools from Annibali
Chiti (Via dell'Ariento 59r), opposite the Mercato Centrale. For a splash of colour
for the table, Lisa Corti by the Sant'Ambrogio market has beautiful designs
while Cuore delle Cose around the corner has more muted tones and natural
linens. The upscale bottega, C.bio, on nearby Via della Mattonaia 3, has
everything from organic produce (including a fantastic deli and bakery) from
around Italy to green kitchen cleaning products and heirloom fruit trees on the
upstairs terrace (I go here for good Modica chocolate, Cibreo's apricot marmalade
and local stone ground ancient grain flour and chickpea flour, not to mention the
bakery). Opposite you can find a daily flea market where many treasures are to
be found.

For a nice package of baked goods (the ideal host gift if you're invited to
someone's house), visit Cantina Verazzano's beautiful bakery on Via dei Tavolini,
near Piazza Signoria. If you have a car and an hour to spare to drive to the
Chianti, go to Romagnoli Pasta Tools in Tavernelle Val di Pesa for beautiful
handmade wooden corzetti stamps. 

c o o k ' s  t o o l s  &  
G o u r m e t  s h o p p i n g

https://coltelleriaartigianale.wordpress.com/
https://bottegadonnini.com/
https://www.lisacorti.com/en/
https://www.ilcuoredellecosefirenze.it/
http://www.cbio.it/
https://romagnolipastatools.com/


Emiko Davies has lived in Florence since 2005. Her first cookbook, Florentine:
The True Cuisine of Florence (2016 and 2020, Hardie Grant Books) was a
love letter to the city that taught her about all the best things: seasonality,
traditions, conviviality. 

She used to write reviews for Australia's top restaurant guides in Melbourne
and Sydney and has written four more cookbooks about regional Italian food
and is working on her sixth, this time on the Japanese home cooking of her
upbringing. 

Emiko and her Tuscan sommelier husband Marco juggle two kids and run
workshops in Tuscany where they share their passion for slow food and
wine. They hope to soon open their dream cooking school and wine shop
called Enoteca Marilu.

Find out more at emikodavies.com and enotecamarilu.com

A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R

http://www.emikodavies.com/cookbooks/florentine-cookbook/
http://www.emikodavies.com/
https://www.enotecamarilu.com/

